
The frontiers of ancient lyric poetry
(research plan)

I. Introduction. The main questions of the research

“No literary form can be satisfactorily described in timeless terms, but lyric is often singled out as particularly
difficult.” (BUDELMANN 2009, 4). The aim of our research is a systematic mapping of the consequences of this
difficulty, and to do that from the perspective of the frontiers of ancient lyric poetry. We do not plan to investigate
how and by which criteria the poems traditionally treated as “lyric” are classified as such (according to one of the
possible generic definitions); rather, we hope to examine how those genres and groups of texts whose belonging to
the category of “ancient  lyric” is  disputable are still  forming a close relationship,  by various means,  with the
(undisputedly) lyric texts; and how this relationship affects the reading and interpretative strategies they encourage.

Our planned research is closely connected to the undertaking recently started by the MTA-ELTE research group
“Association for General Studies of Literature” (ÁITK), which aims to rethink the perspectives of the theory (or
theories)  of  lyric.  Some of  the  members  of  our  project  are  also taking part  in  that  undertaking (see recently
KULCSÁR SZABÓ ET AL. 2017), and we hope to apply the results of that ongoing investigation to the study of the
“marginal genres” of ancient lyric.  Three aspects,  in particular,  are to be emphasized in that  respect:  those of
performance, voice, and philology. These aspects – in connection with the theoretical stance and prior research by
members  of  our  project  –  are  going to  guide us  in  our  investigation of  the  frontiers  of  ancient  lyric.  Before
discussing the three aspects, however, it seems worthwhile to illustrate some of the difficulties with regard to the
definition of ancient lyric, especially given that all three are tightly connected to these difficulties.

II. The problematic definition(s) of ancient lyric and the question of the marginal genres

“When we speak of early Greek lyric poetry it is customary to include under this heading all poetry from the 7th to
the  mid-5th  century  B.C.  with  the  exception  of  stichic  hexameters  and  drama.  The  term ‘lyric,’  however,  is
something of a misnomer. It implies that such poetry was accompanied on a stringed instrument [lyra, barbitos,
kithara], which was certainly not true of most  iambus and elegy; it does not take account of the  aulos, a wind
instrument which at least sometimes accompanied elegy and which could also accompany Pindar’s epinician odes;
and it  fails  to recognize that  some poetry,  especially  iambus,  may not  have had any musical  accompaniment.
Furthermore, the Greeks themselves did not use the word lyrikos as a generic term until quite late. Since melos was
a common word for ‘song,’ appearing as early as Archilochus, some prefer to distinguish between iambic and
elegiac poetry on the one hand and melic on the other, the latter including both monodic and choral song. This too
is inadequate, since elegy was often sung and the same must have been true for epodes [the epode being a subtype
of iambos]. In spite of these inaccuracies, however, ‘lyric’ remains the common designation for the different kinds
of poetry surveyed in this book.” (GERBER 1997, 1–2).

We find similar statements in other handbooks on ancient Greek lyric: distinction is usually drawn between the
narrower and wider senses of lyric, with the former (the melos) being restricted to melic poetry and choral song, the
latter including, by contrast, elegy and iambos as well (cf. BUDELMANN 2009, 2–5, MAYER 2009, 8 n. 2). In the last
twenty years, however, more and more scholars tend to employ the term melos (LEVEN 2014, 8–9). The arguments
supporting such generic definitions are often rather doubtful, especially if we consider that in many cases we have
only scarce information about the performance contexts which are referred to in distinctions between the various
genres  (on which  see in  detail  MAYER 2009,  245–251).  The  fact  that  iambos  had,  for  a  long time,  received
relatively  little  scholarly  attention  is  probably  not  unrelated  to  the  above  discussed  uncertainties  of  generic
classification.  Moreover,  this  uncertainty  is  further  aggravated  by  the  fact  that  in  ancient  literary  thought,  in
comparison with other poetic genres, the problem of lyric was largely neglected. It is Aristotle in his Poetics who
seems to start the tendency which has been termed as the “absence of ancient lyric theory” by W. R. Johnson in the
famous chapter of his book on ancient and modern lyric (JOHNSON 1982, 76–95).

Many poems which belong to the narrowly understood category of ancient lyric (melos) are not – or at least not
necessarily – recognized as “lyric” by readers trained on modern lyric poems and modern theories of lyric. Such
are, for example the epinicia (victory odes including long narrative sections, apersonal statements, and preferring
the “public” over the “private”; on the latter distinction cf.  BUDELMANN 2009, 11–12) and other sub-genres of
choral song. On the other hand, there are also a great number of poems which are not lyrical in a narrow sense, but
are still primary connected with “lyric” in modern thought. Such are, first of all, some pieces of elegy and iambos
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(especially  the  shorter,  non-narrative  poems focusing  on  “private”  themes),  and  epigrams which  for  metrical
reasons are closely associated with elegy. Hymnic poetry is probably the most complex case: hymn is a sub-genre
of lyric, but in antiquity it was a term for poems which (like the Homeric Hymns and early Christian hymns) in
many senses stand close to epic poetry.

In Hellenistic poetry earlier lyric genres were completely transformed (FANTUZZI–HUNTER 2005). The two most
prominent Roman lyric poets – who determine, to a great extent, our relation to and knowledge of Greek lyric –
present two opposing models for the handling of tradition. Catullus’ “polymetric  corpus” brings together some
“melic” poems (carm. 11, 51, 34) with many other, mostly iambic, poems which are not lyric according to ancient
definitions.  As a  consequence,  as  we read in  the  entry on lyric  in  Oxford Classical  Dictionary,  “for  modern
scholars the number of lyric poems to be ascribed to him [Catullus] varies between two and sixty-three” (OCD4,
875, s.v. “lyric poetry”). Catullan epigrams (closely tied to the Hellenistic tradition of epigrams, cf. HARTZ 2007),
through their themes and tones, spectacularly attach themselves to these poems which are both lyric and non-lyric
at the same time. By contrast, the four books of Horace’s Odes can be seen as a re-constitution of the Greek lyric
canon for Augustan Rome; in that enterprise, only melos may have a place, and the word carmen, “song”, is turned
into the Latin generic marker and technical term for melos (BARCHIESI 2009). At the same time, however, Horace’s
Odes are apparently connected to some of his epodes (i. e. iamboi) and, accordingly, retroactively assimilate them,
as it were: it would be impossible, for example, not to read (in view of the Odes) Epode 13 as a “lyric poem” (on
the “generic tour de force” of this poem see LOWRIE 1992, 414).

For Martial, the genre of epigram is the exclusive frame in which to “recycle” some gestures of Catullan poetry;
his contemporary Statius in his Silvae, five books of “occasional poems” (mostly in hexameters, with some poems
in lyric metres), composes something which could be called a “non-genre” (BONADEO 2017). The picture is further
complicated by Greek and Roman drama, whose choral songs might be read as self-sufficient lyric poems as well
(on the “lyric dimension of Greek tragedy”, see most recently ANDÚJAR ET AL. 2018). Especially relevant examples
are provided by the choral songs in Seneca’s tragedies, written in mostly lyric metres and thus recycling Horatian
lyric in dramatic contexts (BISHOP 1968). In Seneca, we encounter (especially if we think of Senecan drama as
written for stage performance) the metres employed originally for Greek monodic lyric, then translated by Horace
to a context of fictional orality, now as the metres of choral song.

III. Main aspects of the research

As the above outlined complex of problems with regard to genre shows, the frontiers of ancient lyric – elegy,
iambos, Senecan “odes” etc. – set a peculiar task for scholars of literary history. The aspects mentioned above and
discussed in the following paragraphs –  performance, sound  and  philology  – make it  possible to examine the
frontiers of ancient lyric in a way which accounts for a) the history of genres, affecting the genesis of the texts in
question, b) the interference of various genres (or “die Kreuzung der Gattungen”, in Wilhelm Kroll’s now classic
formulation:  cf.  KROLL 1924),  (c)  the  original  performance  contexts  (and  their  later  philological  and  poetic
reconstructions), in connection with orality/literacy studies, and finally d) approaches favoured in contemporary
theories of lyric. As for the latter, we would like to mention only one important book here, Jonathan Culler’s
Theory of the Lyric  (CULLER 2015), which provides fundamental insights for our planned research, not the least
thanks to Culler’s substantial remarks on ancient poetry.

III/1. Performance

As the above summary makes clear, the definition of ancient lyric is geared to the question of poetic performance:
the terms  melos  and  lyra, referring to “song” itself and the “string instrument” which provides accompaniment,
suggest in themselves that genre and poetic performance are interdependent. The questions of orality and literacy,
and  of  literary  communication  in  ancient  Greece  and  Rome  have  received  much  scholarly  attention  both
internationally and in Hungary, including research conducted by members of our project (of the many pertinent
publications, we refer here only to SIMON 2009 and TAMÁS 2010, focusing on aspects suggested by contemporary
cultural and media studies).

In our research we plan to investigate questions of performance especially in relation to the marginal genres of
lyric, and groups of non-lyric texts associated with lyric. Particular attention will be paid to self-definitions of those
marginal genres, and to the various ways in which relations to lyric are “performatively coded”. By the latter, we
are thinking of how self-reflexive statements in particular poetic texts refer to the (fictional or real) performance
context, and to what degree such statements are also to be taken as generic self-definitions. Callimachus, while
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connecting his own poetry in countless ways to archaic melos, does not employ the metres of archaic lyric. What he
resurrects is the iambos; he composes epinicia in elegiac form, building on the previously existing genre of victory
epigram (CAMERON 1995, 148–149). There is an influential tradition in modern research of positing a separation
between “library” and “festival” (i. e.  meaning that,  in the Hellenistic Age, poetry is based on a written book
culture, being separated from the oral context of live performance; and even when these poems evoke performance
contexts, they do so in order to employ generic/intertextual markers); but already some 20 years ago it had been
suggested that Callimachus is himself composing in transformed cultural context, so that some of his poems may
have been written for real performances (CAMERON 1995, 64–65; for the opposing stance, see e. g. PRETAGOSTINI

2014). Theocritus’ experiments in generic and metric blending (on which see BARBANTANI 2009, 304ff) suggest
that the employment of archaic and classical lyric metres (without the strophic structure), and the intertextual recall
of archaic and classical lyric poets, provide an opportunity for the poet to signal both performance context and
generic self-reflexion.  A pertinent  example is  the allusion to (and near-quotation of)  Simonides in Idyll  24:  a
lullaby sung by Danae (in Simonides) is appropriated for Alcmena (in Theocritus). Accommodating marginal lyric
genres,  and  the genres  of  “popular  poetry”,  is  a  characteristic  of  the  bucolic  genre  in  other  respects  as  well
(BARBANTANI 2009, 305).

Nor can the possibility of real poetic performance be excluded for Roman poetry. In the case of Horace’s odes,
the primary “performance”, of course, the 3+1 books of Odes themselves. For the Carmen saeculare, by contrast,
we have to assume a real performance occasion as part of the ludi saeculares: in this case, Horace was requested to
compose a song for an Augustan festival. This choral song was composed in Sapphic strophes, i. e. a metre of
monodic poetry in archaic Greece. (On the Carmen saeculare, see KRUPP 2010).

Our research will concentrate on those marginal cases where the relationship of particular texts to lyric as such,
or their “being lyric” (in the narrow or wide sense), itself can be questioned. We will discuss passages mostly of
Hellenistic and Roman poetry (for it is in these that the blending of genres is carried out most radically) in which
poets combine references to various performance and reading contexts characteristic of different genres. We also
find it important to examine those genres as well which are on the margins of lyric “socially” as well, for example
the carmina convivalia or magical songs.

III/2. Voice

The question of “voice” is one of the most emphatic aspects in contemporary studies of lyric. In connection with
lyric in general, the question of “voice” is relevant in two senses. First, it concerns the problem of the “lyric voice”,
much discussed in 20th century literary theory: who is speaking in a lyric poem? In classical philology, asking this
question generated heated debates of interpretation, and Horace, in this respect as well, is a very pertinent example,
with the “multiple voices” present in his poetic oeuvre. Several members of our project (most importantly, Attila
Ferenczi) have contributed to examining this characteristic aspect of Horatian poetry (see the collected volume of
HAJDU 2014,  with  contributions  by  Attila  Ferenczi,  Ábel  Tamás,  Dániel  Kozák).  Second,  the  problem  of
“voice/sound” (in a techno-medial sense) itself has become an interesting area of study, in connection with recent
studies in medium theory. Recording sound, of course, was not available in antiquity; but the modern experience of
recording,  the  “spectral”  phenomenon  of  sound  present  in  absence  of  a  speaking  body,  and  the  complex
relationship of “noise” and “sound” has already shaped in many ways the theories of lyric – tightly connected, of
course, to the questions of performance (in connection with ancient lyric,  see most recently  BUTLER 2015). In
connection with this field of study we refer again to publications by some members of our project (SIMON 2017,
TAMÁS 2017; in non-ancient context, also KONKOLY 2017). Voice gains special importance in connection with the
primary  characteristic  which  is  assigned  to  lyric  by  Jonathan  Culler,  i.  e.  the  magical  potential  of
recalling/conjuring something (cf. CULLER 2015, 349ff).

In our research we undertake to examine this aspect with relation to the marginal genres of lyric. In the case
genres which are not strictly lyric, but are closely related to it, the voice/sound of the poem is especially important.
The  iambos seems to provide the best example. It is a genre which is not sung but recited, and thus implies a
“differently sounding poetic voice”. Furthermore, the question of the poetic persona is always especially complex
in the case of the iambos: in studies of Archilochus, for example, the relationship between the poetic and authorial
voices has been a key problem. In the case of Catullus, the Roman poet resurrecting iambos as a genre, there are
several  examples  of  how  the  origin,  nature  and  effect  of  voice/sound  are  made  primary  themes  in  poems
mobilizing, as it were, the generic codes of the  iambos. Earlier research conducted by Ábel Tamás explored in
connection  with  carm.  42  how Catullus,  in  addition  to  activating  the  “popular  genre”  of  flagitatio,  uses  the
appropriate codes also to demonstrate to which extent the poetic text becomes vulnerable in front of its readers,
especially given that its acoustic effects can be realized only if read aloud. The Alexandrian (and thus also Roman)
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topos of “poetry enclosed into books” is reinterpreted here as the topos of “poetry wishing to escape from the
book” (TAMÁS 2004).

In light of the above, our research aims to uncover how the marginal genres of lyric – in addition to the ones just
discussed, also the magic poems (thus contributing to the study of magic, prominent in contemporary Hungarian
classical studies) – focus on the interrelated phenomena of “volume”, acoustic effects of poetry, noise/sound, and
the magic nature of the poetic voice; and, furthermore, how these problems are related to the various configurations
of the “poetic I” in the relevant sub-genres.

III/3. Philology

The third emphatic aspect of our research concerns the stakes the marginal genres of lyric may have for a theory of
philology. Several members of our project have been active in recent research investigating the relationship of
literary studies and philology, and in particular the constitutive role philology plays in establishing literature as
such (see the volumes in the series  Filológia, published by Ráció, with multiple contributions by Dániel Kozák,
Attila Simon, and Ábel Tamás, as well as KELEMEN ET AL. 2011). This problem is directly relevant to the frontiers
of lyric. The question of what we regard as “lyric”, and which poems we categorize as such, is not just an external
factor of classification; it also deeply influences the definitions of lyric and not narrowly lyric genres. (Among the
members of our project, Péter Agócs has conducted relevant research in this area; see most recently AGÓCS 2017).
The  category  which  we  term  “ancient  lyric”  was  brought  to  life  by  the  Alexandrian  philologists’  work  in
classification: they created the canon of the nine lyric poets; they defined, what does or does not belong to melos;
furthermore (and consequently) they are responsible for creating those “generic codes” which play a prominent role
in poetic reflexions by Hellenistic and Roman poets. In other words: without Alexandrian philology, we could not
speak at all about “ancient lyric”; and this is especially true of those marginal genres which form the subject of our
planned research. 

In view of the above, we also aim to discuss how various genres and particular works relate to questions of
classification and classifiability, and in general: philological or literary historical treatment. In the first poem of
Horace’s  first  book of  Odes,  the  problem of  classification is  emphasized in  a  spectacular  way:  the  poet  asks
Maecenas to “classify” him (i. e. the papyrus rolls of the first three books of  Odes as standing in for the poet
himself) among the lyric vates, as the tenth and the only Roman supplementing the nine Greek poets (cf. FARRELL

2014, with a material interpretation of classification in the poem). 
It is also our aim to uncover how self-definition of the various genres was shaped by the classifications of

ancient  philologists.  In  connection  with  this  aspect,  problems  of  intertextuality  are  also  directly  pertinent
(intertextuality is a primary field of research for some members of the project, esp. Dániel Kozák): transitions or
jumps between different generic classifications can be detected in ancient poetry frequently through intertextual
allusions. We can think here of the poetic gesture of recusatio, addressing thematizing the choice of genre itself.
This and other similar poetic gestures will be examined as part of our project as reflections on the problem of
classification. We are going to examine how poets, in “choosing” a particular genre, take into account the generic
system as defined (to a large extent) by philologists, and how these choices relate to the philologists’ own choices.
We aim to discuss, especially in the context of Hellenistic and Roman poetry, how literary works relate to the
philologists’ choices regarding them, and what influence this may have on the self-definition of the marginal genres
of  lyric.  Especially  relevant  will  be  in  this  respect  the  study  of  poetic  collections  which,  in  the  name  of
poikilia/varietas, bring into the same graphic space texts belonging to different genres, and thus become themselves
the media for the philological and poetic acts of arranging, classification and combination. 

IV. Members of the project

We recognize it as an important objective – in accordance with the FK18 call for applications – to bring together
for this project both experts in relevant fields and young scholars, many of them at the very start of their career. We
also find it important to include experts of Greek and Roman poetry as well. All members of our planned project
are welcoming the comparative approach and, while examining ancient literature, they are also taking into account
the considerations of contemporary literary and cultural studies. We consider this to be an assurance that we will be
able to conduct our research in a uniform scholarly framework. 

In view of such considerations, the list of members is as follows. The principal investigator (Ábel Tamás) is a
scholar working on Roman poetry; established scholars represent both Greek (Péter Agócs, Attila Simon) and Latin
philology (Mariann Czerovszki,  Attila  Ferenczi,  Dániel  Kozák).  As  for  the  younger  members  (PhD and MA
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students): some of them are working on Greek (Judit Beszkid, Kata Pártay), others on Roman literature (Barna
Dobos, Bernadett Kárpáti, Dániel Konkoly, Péter Somfai). It is our aim to provide as many opportunities for the
younger  members  as  well  for  conducting  and  discussing  their  research  by  helping  them  attend  international
conferences and make research trips. 

V. Summary

To summarize: our research aims at a systematic study of the frontiers of ancient lyric, focusing on aspects relevant
for contemporary literary theory. Our work, of course, cannot commence without taking into full account prior
international and Hungarian research; we are going to offer our own interpretations in relation to these. The three
privileged aspects of research – performance, voice and philology – facilitates a complex approach to the subject,
and through examination of  the  marginal  genres  of  lyric  makes it  possible  to  contribute  new aspects  for  the
evaluation  of  these  genres  for  literary  history  in  general  and,  through interpretation  of  some highlighted  and
paradigmatic poetic works, to demonstrate “in operation” the self-reflexive mechanisms of some genres.
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